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Summary

The Porsche 993 summarises the generation of all Porsche 911 models built between

late 1993 and 1998 this was the last and most advanced of the “True 911’s”, in other

words the legendary air-cooled Porsches. It was the successor of the Porsche 964 and

featured significant styling and technical innovations.

The exterior design of the front and rear bumper as well as front fenders including light

units and rear lights was changed: The “blockish” and dominant shape of the front and

rear bumpers of the 964 was evolved into a sleeker design that was more integrated

and flowing much better with the 911’s design. The front fenders and light units no

longer featured the characteristic “Torpedorohr” design (torpedo tube design) but

were incorporated better into the cars design now with the lights sitting in place less

steeply positioned and more aerodynamic. The shape of the 993 is considered by many

enthusiasts as the most homogenous and balanced of all 911’s.

Technical innovations included an all-alloy multi arm rear suspension attached to an all

alloy subframe providing a more direct and stable handling and eliminating all older 911’s

tendency to oversteer when lifting the throttle during hard cornering.

The 993’s air-cooled 3.6 litre M64 engine was derived from the 964 including some

refinements which included an improved engine management system and a dual-flow

exhaust system incorporating two catalytic converters instead of one. With the 993

Porsche introduced a 6-speed manual transmission covering the increased speed range

of 270km/h+ and allowing the driver to use the best torque range of 4500rpm+ in

virtually every situation.
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June 3rd - Arrival

Our project car arrives, a lovely black

1995 C2 type 993. After coving over

70,000 miles our first task would be

to have the vehicle assessed by our

classic team that included project leader

Nick Mulcock, workshop controller Paul

Davies, and our small dedicated team of

technicians. It was soon apparent that

the car was going to need lots of love and

attention. It was highlighted that having

been in storage for approximately six

years it was corrosion to ancillary items

that would be our main concern.
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The good news was the engine and

transmission seemed in good order.
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Clockwise from left: Exhaust heat shield missing, underside shows use, build-up of grime on gearbox
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June 10th - Engine Removal

Upon removal of the engine and gearbox

further corrosion was discovered. It

was clear that all existing fuel lines and

heat shields would required a complete

overhaul or replacement for new. Over

£1,000 alone was spent on replacing

fixings and sundry items in the engine bay.
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June 16th - Cottrel Park

As a part of the Porsche 911 50th

anniversary we were excited to show off

our restoration project at the Owners

Club annual concours event. Our 993

arrived at Cottrel Park as a rolling shell

devoid of all major components. It was

the first time our car had been seen and it

certainly created a stir, quickly becoming

the main topic of conversation. From that

event on our car’s progress has keenly

been followed on several social media

sites including our very own events page.
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June 22nd - Strip Down

After returning from the concours event

our classic team undergo the mammoth

task of removing every single item of trim

on the car before being transported to our

Approved Body Repairer. This Preparation

alone took the team 4 days.
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June 22nd - Engine Strip Down

While the car was being prepared for paint

the team start stripping the engine. We

removed all cam and timing chain covers

for inspection, we discovered that these

components did not show any signs wear.

However due to corrosion it was decided

that we would replace timing chain covers

and the cam covers were replaced for

purely cosmetic purposes. While the

engine was removed it would have been

remiss of us to ignore a corroded cooling

fan and housing, these were removed and

sent away for specialist coating.
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June 25th - Wheel Refurbishment

We are fortunate enough to have our very

own wheel refurbishment facility here

at Porsche Cardiff. As it happens the

wheels were already in very good order

considering their age. Because we were

looking for perfection on this project

our turbo alloys were carefully prepared

before many coats of silver paint were

applied. To finish this fabulous look the

wheels were fitted with a new set of

coloured centres replacing the discoloured

originals.
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July 8th - Bodyshop

The Porsche Approved Bodyshop

undertakes the massive task painting

the whole car and bringing it back to

its original condition. After many hours

of preparation the layers of glossy

black paint are built up. The car is then

returned back to the Porsche Centre.

Upon inspection by our classic team,

it was clear that the car was free of

any imperfections and deemed to be

exceptional.
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July 15th - Reassembly

While the car was in the Bodyshop our

classic team compiled a comprehensive

list of parts we would require. Some

of these items included some very

costly suspension and aluminium trim

components. All of the fixings that were

removed during the strip down were

replaced with new at rebuild.
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July 22nd - Returning the Engine

After many weeks apart it was time to

couple the drive train and body together

again, this also included refitting the

exhaust system and ancillary parts. As

the pictures denote, many hours of

cleaning took place to return all of the

aluminium and stainless steel engine

components to a condition worthy of this

restoration.
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Clockwise from left: Replacing old bolts with new, freshly coated fan, cleaned up fuel rail and new fixings
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August 2nd - First Start

Our classic team gather in anticipation of

the first turn of the key. The fully serviced

engine with fresh fuel and new oil roars

into life with it’s 3.6 litre displacement.

With all major work complete it’s time to

focus on the interior and getting the car

ready for the road.
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August 23rd - Interior

Fortunately the interior had been well

maintained and as a result only two items

required replacing, this included a none

original gearstick and the front luggage

compartment carpet. Some minor repairs

were also necessary on both of the front

seats. This work was carried out by a

local leather specialist.
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September 15th - Tredegar Park

To celebrate 50 years of 911 we also

entered our Porsche 993 project car

into the Tredegar classic car show. Our

completed 993 was showcased within

a Porsche mobile events unit which was

kindly supplied by Porsche Cars Great

Britain. It was no surprise that the car

created a great deal of interest from

classic car enthusiasts, not to mention the

Porsche club members.
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September 23rd - Geometry &amp; MOT

Returning the 993 to factory settings and

adjusting all aspects of the geometry. A

full MOT was also carried out at this time.

The 993 was now road legal.
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September 26th - Completed Car

After 400 hours of restoration our 993

sits proudly fully restored in our new car

showroom alongside its 991 sibling. It’s

certainly not out of place.
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The classic team proudly celebrate our 1st completed project car.

Paul Davies – Workshop Controller

Ian Whittingham – Senior Classic Technician

Andy Page – Sales Manger

Nick Mulcock – Project Leader

Tom Phillips – Apprentice Technician

Alex Bradbury – Apprentice Technician

Photography &amp; book design by Felix Page
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